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Abstract This study examines interdependencies between investments of equity

crowdfunders. Based on hand-collected data from a well-established equity-

crowdfunding platform, we find strong indication that investors observe previous

investments to determine their willingness to pay for equity shares. Furthermore, the

investment behavior of predecessors may lead investors to deviate from average

investment behavior. In particular, investors are willing to pay more than the

average investment, when the focal campaign is hot or there have been many large

investments in the campaign. Remarkably, a high number of all previous invest-

ments over the entire period of the campaign as well as co-financing by presumably

sophisticated investors negatively influence willingness to pay. This suggests that

crowd investors are subject to partial crowding-out. These findings are different on

the platform level, which suggests that investors’ behavior is rather information than

sentiment-driven.
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1 Introduction

Two of the most important questions entrepreneurs face in crowdfunding are how to

get crowdfunders to invest in their campaign and how to make them invest as much

as possible. The first question has been studied in the recent past (e.g., Ordanini

et al. 2011; Schwienbacher and Larralde 2012; Burtch et al. 2013; Cumming and

Johan 2013; Gerber and Hui 2013; Hong et al. 2015). To address the second

question, entrepreneurs have to understand which factors influence the investment

volumes of crowdfunders. This paper aims to contribute to this growing literature

and investigates the factors influencing crowdfunders’ willingness to pay for equity

shares. In particular, we focus on interdependencies between investments by

considering several observables related to previous investments. We, therefore,

examine the questions of what motivates an investor to deviate from the typical

investment behavior on the platform, and what role conspicuous investment

behavior of predecessors plays.

Consider an entrepreneur starting a venture with an innovative service or product.

In many cases, traditional funding, such as bank loan, is not feasible due to

uncertainty concerning venture success. In addition, before raising venture capital

for growth, early-stage funding is required. This is where crowdfunding as a

complement to other funding sources typically comes into play.

The procedure is as follows: the entrepreneur designs a campaign (including

venture/product/service description, entrepreneurial team description, goal amount,

business plan, etc.) and approaches a crowd of investors via a crowdfunding

platform. On many platforms, crowdfunding outcomes are binary. If the campaign

reaches its predetermined funding goal, it is successful. Otherwise, the campaign

fails and funders are refunded. Successful crowdfunding before tapping other

financiers is critical to venture success, as it signals public interest, provides early

feedback on venture quality as well as customer preferences, and raises capital

entrepreneurs can only access after funding goals are met (Babich et al. 2018).

Hence, understanding funders’ behavior is a crucial success factor for entrepreneurs.

Our paper focuses on equity crowdfunding, which ‘‘… is a form of financing in

which entrepreneurs make an open call to sell a specified amount of equity or bond-

like shares in a company on the Internet, hoping to attract a large group of

investors’’ (Ahlers et al. 2015, p. 955). In contrast to reward-based crowdfunding, in

equity crowdfunding funders do not (pre-)order products at a given price but

determine independently the amount they want to invest for shares in the venture.

The prior decision on whether to invest in a campaign depends on factors such as

geographic proximity (Agrawal et al. 2015), signals of quality, and electronic word

of mouth (e.g., word count of the project description, video count, and ‘‘likes’’ or

comments/reviews by other funders). These factors positively influence investment

decisions (Bi et al. 2017; Hornuf and Schwienbacher 2018). In addition, funders

seem to consider financial roadmaps, risk factors, and the quality of internal

governance (Ahlers et al. 2015).

If an investor has classified a company as suitable and has decided to invest, the

amount of investment is selected. The determination of the individual investment
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volume may again depend on some of the factors mentioned but even more on the

actual behavior of other investors. The actual behavior is a more credible signal than

reviews and comments by others, as these are subject to confirmation bias

(Chapman and Johnson 2002). The questions investors ask themselves are, for

example: how much do others invest? How many investors have already invested?

How hot is the campaign compared to other campaigns on the platform? Are there

noticeably many large investments? This can be used to deduce both some of the

private information of others and the probability of success of the campaign. In

psychology, the influence resulting from the processing of information gained by

observing others is called ‘‘observational’’ or ‘‘social learning’’ (Bandura 1977).

This may lead to interdependencies between investments. These are the main

subject of our paper. We examine the factors that motivate investors to deviate from

the typical investment behavior on a platform, particularly based on observing

conspicuous previous investments.

We find that investors are willing to pay more than the average investment

amount when the focal campaign is hot compared to other campaigns. In addition,

investors tend to contribute more if there have been many large investments

before—both over the entire period of the campaign and in the past few days.

Remarkably, a high number of all previous investments over the entire period since

the start of the campaign as well as the existence of presumably sophisticated co-

financiers negatively influence willingness to pay. This suggests that crowd

investors are subject to partial crowding-out. After all, our results indicate that

conspicuous investment behavior of predecessors may lead to deviations in the

investment behavior of subsequent investors. We further find indication that

investors’ behavior is rather information-driven than sentiment-driven.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses related

literature. In Sect. 3, we outlay the theoretical background for our analysis. In

addition, we develop our hypotheses. Section 4 presents our empirical setting and

describes the sample construction. Furthermore, we present descriptive statistics for

our dataset. In Sect. 5, we describe the econometric model. Section 6 discusses the

results. In Sect. 7, we conclude the paper.

2 Related literature

Our study is most closely related to Åstebro et al. (2018), who examine rational

herding on the UK-based equity-crowdfunding platform ‘‘SEEDRS’’. Most

importantly, they find a positive impact of the size of recent investments and a

negative impact of the time elapsed since the most recent investment on both the

size and the likelihood of an investment. Their results suggest that investors observe

previous investments to overcome information asymmetries and alter their

investment strategies. The authors capture information asymmetry via the types

of investors. Sophisticated and recurrent backers are assumed to be better informed

than single-campaign investors or investors who did not report to be sophisticated or

high-net-worth investors in their profile. Our study complements this research in

three ways. First, by considering friends-and-family investors and geographical
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distance (local bias), we control for other essential drivers of investment behavior.

Second, we capture information asymmetry in a different way, particularly by

differentiating between supposedly better informed local investors and distant ones.

Third, by taking a platform-based point of view, we carry out an additional analysis

to check whether information or sentiment drives investments.

In line with Åstebro et al. (2018) and based on an experimental approach,

Bursztyn et al. (2014) find evidence that social learning and social utility affect

investment decisions. Their results suggest that investors look at their peers and

update their beliefs. Social learning is more present when the first investor is

financially sophisticated or when the second investor is unsophisticated. This study

focuses on both investment probability and the quantity of a purchased asset.

Motivated by empirical evidence on rational herding in financial markets, Cong

and Xiao (2018) build a theoretical model, which links herding and crowdfunding.

They demonstrate that an all-or-nothing rule causes agents to rationally ignore

private signals and, instead, imitate previous investors only when those supported

the venture. This means that the implementation of an all-or-nothing rule can

prevent abstention cascades from taking place. Note that the platform we consider

uses such a rule.

Zhang and Liu (2012) identify rational herding in peer-to-peer lending. They find

that listings of well-funded borrowers are more successful in attracting funding. In

addition, lenders observe decisions and public characteristics of other lenders to

infer the creditworthiness of borrowers. The dependent variable in their main

analysis is the amount of funding that a specific listing receives each day.

Our study is further related to the more general literature on the drivers of

individual investment behavior. This stream of research examines different

dependent variables. Agrawal et al. (2015) as well as Lin and Viswanathan

(2016) analyze investment probability. Agrawal et al. (2015) use data from a

reward-based/donation-based crowdfunding platform called ‘‘SellaBand’’, on which

funders can support musicians. They find that local funders are less sensitive to

information on cumulative investments. However, friends-and-family investors

explain this effect to a large extent. Given the strong influence of friends and family,

we also pay attention to these investors in our analyses. Lin and Viswanathan (2016)

use a quasi-experimental design to provide evidence on the existence of local bias in

peer-to-peer lending. They argue that information asymmetries cannot fully explain

local bias, which means that behavioral anomalies, such as the familiarity bias, are

likely to drive local bias at least partially. Our study contributes to the literature on

investment interdependencies in crowdfunding by considering the existence of local

bias as well as information asymmetries resulting from geographical distance.

Ahlers et al. (2015) focus on the number of investors and the total amount of

funds raised. They find that retaining equity and the provision of plentiful

information on risks positively affect venture success, implying that these are

effective signals of venture quality.

The number of (daily) backers is studied by, for example, Kuppuswamy and

Bayus (2017, 2018), and Hornuf and Schwienbacher (2018). Kuppuswamy and

Bayus (2017) demonstrate that campaigns receive more support when close to its

target goal, and less support once the target is reached. Kuppuswamy and Bayus
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(2018) find crowding-out-like effects among backers. They show that many

potential backers refrain from participation in a project which already has attracted

many backers. Both studies suggest that investors’ willingness to invest depends on

how impactful the investment appears to be. Hornuf and Schwienbacher (2018)

provide support for the theory that investment decisions in equity crowdfunding are

partially based on public information on previous investments.

In the context of reward-based crowdfunding, Burtch et al. (2013) and Hong et al.

(2015) investigate the total amount contributed to a project on a particular day. They

find evidence for partial crowding-out effects, in which an investor’s marginal

utility decreases when the contribution becomes less important to the recipient. This

is consistent with the findings of Kuppuswamy and Bayus (2017, 2018). In addition

to the contribution size, Hong et al. (2015) examine the likelihood of a contribution.

They find that geographical distance as well as cultural differences affect investment

decisions.

3 Theory and hypotheses development

In this section, we provide the theoretical background of our study. In particular, we

explain the concept behind observational learning in the context of crowdfunding

and develop empirically testable hypotheses.

3.1 Observational learning

According to Bandura (1977), observational learning occurs by paying attention to

others, retaining the information learned, and reproducing the behavior learned from

the observed model. The sustainability of this learning process depends largely on

motivation.

Observational learning (and information cascades in the financial context) can

only take place when decisions are sequential and associated with uncertainty

(Bikhchandani et al. 1992). Sequential investment decisions and public observabil-

ity of investments are typical for equity crowdfunding. Moreover, crowdfunding is

often used when the repayment risk appears too high for other investors.

Crowdfunding thus serves to transform the risk and size of venture shares.

Individual investors may lack both experience and capability in private information

acquisition via due diligence to overcome information gaps (Ahlers et al. 2015;

Agrawal et al. 2015). However, compared to individuals, markets have superior

skills in evaluating projects (Allen and Gale 1999). In the crowdfunding context,

this phenomenon can be referred to as the wisdom of crowds, which results from

crowd members building up their own decisions based on other members’ decisions

to end up with better overall decisions (Lévy 1997; Surowiecki 2004; Brabham

2008a, b; Schwienbacher and Larralde 2012). Having this in mind, investors are

well advised to observe what decisions were made in the crowd before.

In addition, typically there are no financial reports or analyses offered by analysts

or intermediaries because the considered start-up is simply too young. Then,

publicly observable investments are even more important to be used as signals. The
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observation of previous investments, in particular their amount, number, and timing,

can reduce both the risk and the cost of obtaining information for future investors.

Thus, investors can take advantage of the screening efforts of predecessors (Vismara

2018). Ordanini et al. (2011) find that the campaign selection of non-friends-and-

family investors is indeed affected by previous investors’ selection. Colombo et al.

(2015) show that the number of previous funders as well as how much they pledged

positively affect later-stage investors’ decisions to invest. When crowdfunders

decide to invest on the basis of previous investments, they seem to assume that the

predecessors have carried out screening with reliable positive results. Consistent

with this, Hornuf and Schwienbacher (2018) find that the number of large

investments (5000 € and 10,000 €) positively affects the number of investments on

the following day.

Investment interdependencies are not only information-driven but also payoff-

driven. Investors trade stocks at the same time to benefit from a deeper liquidity

(Admati and Pfleiderer 1988; Dow 2004). Therefore, the number of players in the

game can increase each player’s outcome. Transferred to the crowdfunding context,

this means that crowdfunders attest hot campaigns a higher probability of success

and thus higher expected outcomes. Consequently, they try to benefit by getting

involved in the campaign, as they may fear to lose the opportunity of participation in

a successful campaign. There is evidence that late investors tend to invest in

campaigns which have many previous investments and which are close to their

funding goal (Cumming and Johan 2013). Hence, payoff externalities give rise to

herding behavior, which means ‘‘everyone doing what everyone else is doing’’

(Banerjee 1992, p. 798). From financial markets research, it is commonly known

that herding behavior significantly influences investments (Scharfstein and Stein

1990). It has also been observed in crowdfunding, for example, in online peer-to-

peer lending (Herzenstein et al. 2018; Lee and Lee 2012; Zhang and Liu 2012),

equity crowdfunding (Burtch 2011; Hornuf and Schwienbacher 2018; Moritz et al.

2015; Vulkan et al. 2016; Hornuf and Neuenkirch 2017; Åstebro et al. 2018;

Vismara 2018), reward-based crowdfunding (van de Rijt et al. 2014; Colombo et al.

2015; Kim et al. 2015; Zaggl and Block 2019), as well as donation-based (Burtch

et al. 2013).

Based on these considerations, we expect to identify interdependencies in

investments in our analysis. To address these, we develop testable hypotheses.

3.2 Hypotheses development

Recent studies, such as Åstebro et al. (2018), have shown that investor behavior is

different when a campaign is more salient and, therefore, considered to be hot. We

aim to test for the existence of such an effect on ‘‘Companisto’’ by including a

hotness variable. In contrast to Åstebro et al. (2018), our hotness variable is

computed solely from publicly observable data on the platform, and not from a

potentially non-replicable calculation by the platform or another website, such as

Google Trends. The exact computation of this variable will be explained in detail in

Sect. 4. We hereby attempt to ensure that statements about the influence of the

hotness variable are based on the observation of investments on the platform and not
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driven by external sources or non-replicable computations. We expect investors to

invest significantly larger amounts into hot campaigns.

Hypothesis 1 The willingness to pay is larger for hot campaigns.

There are mixed findings concerning the impact of the number of previous

investors on investment decisions. On the one hand, a ceteris paribus higher number

of investments into the project might be interpreted as positive signal and thus

increase the willingness to pay, which can be referred to as ‘‘self-fulfilling

cascades’’ (Koning and Model 2014, p. 16,683; see also Colombo et al. 2015;

Vismara 2018). In fact, experimental research demonstrates that the public

aggregation of online activity and ratings strongly influences others’ actions

(Muchnik et al. 2013). On the other hand, it is possible that a higher number of

funders reduces the benefits resulting from the ‘‘crowdfunding experience’’ (see,

e.g., Gerber et al. 2012; Belleflamme et al. 2013, 2014; Belleflamme and Lambert

2014), as the venture is perceived as less exclusive and the investment is perceived

to have a lower impact (e.g., Burtch et al. 2013; Hong et al. 2015; Kim et al. 2015;

Kuppuswamy and Bayus 2017, 2018). Due to the specific characteristics regarding

the investment experience in crowdfunding, we expect to find partial crowding-out

effects.

Hypothesis 2 The willingness to pay is negatively related to the number of
previous investments.

Moreover, we examine the influence of conspicuously large investments.

Experimental research has shown that large contributions have disproportionate

impact in terms of encouraging future investments (Koning and Model 2014).

Hornuf and Schwienbacher (2018) show that investments of at least 5000 € and

10,000 € increase the number of investments into a venture on the next day.

However, in contrast to them, we investigate the willingness to pay (investment

amounts) and do not define large investments by ad-hoc minimum values but rather

as relative to the current level of investment amounts. We will explain our definition

of conspicuously large investments in Sect. 4. We consider three possible effects of

these large investments. First, we include the number of all large investments in the

campaign in our regression. We expect a positive effect, as investors are likely to

interpret this number as a positive signal regarding the information of other

investors.

Hypothesis 3 The willingness to pay is positively related to the number of
previous large investments.

Second, we test the impact of the number of large investments into the campaign

in the recent past (3 days). In line with observational learning theory, we assume

that investors observe previous investments to extract information. Recent

investments include information on other investors’ beliefs about recent develop-

ments concerning venture quality, which are of particular interest for investment

decisions. Therefore, we expect that investors put additional weight on recent large

investments.
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Hypothesis 4 The willingness to pay is positively related to the number of large
investments made during the previous 3 days.

Third, we test whether investment interdependencies are driven by information

asymmetries. The crowdfunding literature has revealed a surprising impact of

distance on investment probability (see e.g., Agrawal et al. 2015; Lin and

Viswanathan 2016), that might be information-driven. Therefore, in contrast to

Åstebro et al. (2018), who measure information asymmetries using different

investor types (see above), we use a different approach to capture information

asymmetries using the geographical distance as a proxy of potential information

asymmetries. Geographically proximate investors are likely to have better access to

information (e.g., Coval and Moskowitz 1999; Guenther et al. 2018). If investors

use large investments to extract information and attribute local investors to have

superior information, this number should have an additional positive effect.

Hypothesis 5 The positive impact of recent large investments is larger if the
previous investment has been made by a local investor as investors attribute locals
to have superior information.

The results of our analysis might be driven by general sentiment, meaning that

we find a positive relation between, for example, large investments in the recent past

into the campaign and investment amounts, while the effect only occurs because the

general sentiment is good. We account for this problem by considering the number

of large investments into all other active, that is competing, campaigns instead of

the investments into the focal venture itself. If the investment interdependencies are

indeed information-driven and not sentiment-driven, large investments in competing

campaigns should have no or even a negative impact on the willingness to pay.

Hypothesis 6a The willingness to pay is negatively or not related to the number of
large investments in competing campaigns made during the previous 3 days.

Hypothesis 6b The willingness to pay is negatively or not related to the number of
large investments in competing campaigns made by local investors during the
previous 3 days.

Hypotheses 1 and 3–5 aim to provide support for whether recent findings also

apply to other crowdfunding markets, such as the well-established German equity-

crowdfunding platform considered in this study. Hypothesis 2 aims to clarify

previously found mixed results. Extending recent research, Hypotheses 6a and 6b

aim to provide additional indication that interdependencies between investments are

information-driven rather than sentiment-driven.

4 Empirical setting

Our analysis is based on data from an equity crowdfunding platform called

Companisto. The platform was put into operation in June 2012 in Germany and

grows steadily. Companisto uses a typical equity crowdfunding method to connect

fundseekers and investors. Participating in a campaign requires a minimum
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investment of 5 €. Above the minimum, investors can independently choose the

amount they want to invest. In return for their investment, investors receive a share

in the profits and possible proceeds when the start-up is sold. A special feature of the

platform is the two-stage financing system. The first stage of financing covers a

period of 2 months maximum to reach the limit threshold of 100,000 €. If

successful, the campaign continues to the second stage, which runs until reaching

the target. The campaign ends without extension if it does not pass the limit. In this

case, investors are refunded. The financing rounds generally run until the target has

been reached.

We hand collected data of all investments (68,662) in the crowdfunding

campaigns (101) that have ever been run on Companisto. Our dataset covers the

period from August 2012 to January 2019. In the following, the variables used in

our analysis are depicted in italics. On the campaign level, Companisto provides

information on venture name, location (city and country), Goal type of the

campaign (limit vs. target), Goal amount, Co-financing, Equity stake offered, the
overall amount invested, percent funded, and the status of the campaign. Based on

the venture and campaign description (both text and video) on the platform as well

as on the venture websites, we determine the industries according to the SIC

classification. The campaigns are from five different industries, where SIC-code

D is manufacturing, F is wholesale trade, G is retail trade, H is finance, insurance

and real estate, and I is services. On the investor level, the collected data include

investor name, location (city and country), Investment amount, and date of

investment. Based on this data, we calculate additional timing-related variables,

which will be explained in detail in the next section.

Furthermore, using the locations of investors and ventures, we determine latitude

and longitude to calculate location-related variables, such as the Distance1 between
investor and venture, and a dummy variable capturing whether an investor is a

Local. In line with Agrawal et al. (2015), we define a local investor as one who lives

within a radius of 100 km from the venture.

We present descriptive statistics for our sample in Table 1.

The mean investment size in our dataset amounts to 641.62 €. Considering the

number of investments (68,662), we have an aggregated investment volume of more

than 44 million €. Investors deviate from the average investment by a positive

amount (additional willingness to pay, AWP) of approximately 15.41 €. This

additional willingness to pay—which is the dependent variable in our analyses—has

a minimum value of - 2255 €, and a maximum value of 99,211 €. Note that there

are three outliers in terms of investment amount (one 100,000 € and two 50,000 €
investments), which do not drive our qualitative results.2

About 30% of the campaigns can be assigned to the manufacturing industry (D),
while the remaining 70% are distributed among the industries wholesale trade (F),
retail trade (G), finance, insurance and real estate (H), and services (I). Hence, about
30% of the ventures offer physical products, while others do not. About half of the

1 We calculate the distance using the reference ellipsoid from the World Geodetic System 1984 (see, e.g.,

Kumar 1988).
2 Our qualitative results are robust to winsorizing or truncating.
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ventures is located in Berlin. 7% of all campaigns received Co-financing before or

parallel to crowdfunding.

Approximately 680 investments are made per campaign, with the average

number of investments before the investment under consideration (# Previous
investments) being 436. At the time of investment, investors have previously

supported a mean number of 8.4 start-ups (# Start-ups before). On campaign level,

there have been, on average, 32 large investments (# Large investments) before, of
which 3.4 investments were made within the past 3 days (# Large investments
previous 3 days). Locals are responsible for less than one (0.6) of these large

Table 1 Descriptive statistics

Variables Mean SD Min Max

Additional willingness to pay (AWP) 15.41 1679.46 - 2255.03 99,211.16

Investment amount 641.62 1701.60 5.00 100,000.00

Mean investment 626.21 261.21 116.85 2355.03

Hot campaign 0.55 0.50 0.00 1.00

# Previous investments 436.09 387.36 0.00 2273.00

# Large investments 31.88 36.61 0.00 377.00

# Large investments previous 3 days 3.39 5.93 0.00 45.00

# Large investments previous 3 days by locals 0.62 1.52 0.00 14.00

# Large investments previous 3 days (platform) 7.51 7.41 0.00 45.00

# Large investments previous 3 days by locals
(platform)

1.31 2.00 0.00 14.00

# Large investments (platform) 1718.49 1331.79 0.00 5919.00

D 0.30 0.46 0.00 1.00

F 0.01 0.10 0.00 1.00

G 0.18 0.38 0.00 1.00

H 0.01 0.12 0.00 1.00

I 0.50 0.50 0.00 1.00

Campaign Berlin 0.48 0.50 0.00 1.00

Goal type 0.69 0.46 0.00 1.00

Goal amount 825,377.87 873,979.25 50,000.00 5500,000.00

Co-financing 0.07 0.25 0.00 1.00

Equity stake offered 12.67 7.78 2.44 37.50

Project day count 60.68 144.82 1.00 1982.00

Sniping 0.11 0.32 0.00 1.00

Distance 421.30 759.28 0.00 18,676.30

Local 0.13 0.34 0.00 1.00

Friends and family 0.18 0.38 0.00 1.00

# Start-ups before 8.37 12.55 0.00 91.00

Observations: 68,662
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investments (# Large investments previous 3 days by locals). About 55% of all

investments are made in hot campaigns (Hot campaign), which emphasizes the

importance to consider such a variable in the analysis.

5 Econometric model

We examine the factors that cause investors to deviate from the average investment

amount at the time of the investment. We do not use the investment amount as

dependent variable, as its mean steadily increases over time. Instead, we calculate

the average amount invested per investment on the platform over the last 28 days

for each investment (Mean investment). We use this value as estimate of the usual

level of investment amounts at the time of the investment. The chosen number of

days for the estimation represents a compromise: on the one hand, this ensures

sufficient estimation precision, while on the other hand, the average investment

amounts within 28 days do not vary too much. The difference between the amount

invested and the usual level of investment amount, which we will hereinafter refer

to as the additional willingness to pay (AWP), is our dependent variable:

AWP � Investment amount�Mean investment: ð1Þ
This variable is of interest to practitioners and researchers, as it reflects whether

and to what extent individual investors deviate from typical investment behavior.

This allows us to identify the drivers of investment amounts after controlling for

purely time-related factors.

Furthermore, this variable is well suited for the statistical analysis, as it appears

to be relatively stationary. To account for the fact that we have time-series data, we

adjust standard errors using the method of Newey and West (1987). This addresses

the remaining possibility of heteroskedasticity and autocorrelation.

In line with Åstebro et al. (2018), we use a linear regression. In addition, we

include investor fixed effects. These fixed effects are intended to capture

unobservable investor characteristics, such as wealth or the general willingness to

pay. As controls, we consider various variables that could have an influence on

crowdfunding decisions. On the campaign level these are the type of industry

(dummy variables: manufacturing D; Finance, Insurance, And Real Estate H;
Services I; the reference group is Trade F ? G), Goal type and Goal amount, a
dummy variable indicating whether more than 90% of the goal amount are reached

(Sniping), the Equity stake offered, a dummy that indicates if the venture has been

co-financed (Co-financing), a dummy indicating if the venture is located in Berlin

(Campaign Berlin) and the number of days a campaign has already been available

on Companisto (Project day count).
On the investor level, we control for the Distance between investor and venture,

the number of start-ups an investor has invested in before (# Start-ups before), and
we include a dummy variable indicating if an investor has to be considered Friends
and family. Note that we adopt the criteria of Agrawal et al. (2015) for Friends and
family of a venture: (1) they invest in the focal start-up before investing in any other

start-up, (2) that investment is the largest of their investments on the website, and
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(3) they invest in no more than three other campaigns. This variable is of particular

importance, as Agrawal et al. (2015) show that these investors behave completely

differently in terms of investment probabilities. It can, therefore, be assumed that

Friends and family must also be considered separately with regard to the invested

amounts. Since it is particularly interesting for entrepreneurs to understand the

decisions of investors outside their private network, all analyses are also carried out

excluding the observations of investments of Friends and family, which account for

17.5% of all investments.

The main research question revolves around the interdependencies between

investments with a focus on conspicuous previous investments. To test for these, we

include the following variables in our regression.

Addressing Hypothesis 1, we compute a dummy variable Hot campaign, which
indicates whether a campaign is the most popular campaign on the platform at the

time of investment. It is one if the campaign has the highest number of investments

in the last 3 days of all active campaigns and the number of investments into the

campaign in the last 3 days exceeds the mean number of investments in a campaign

in 3 days over the whole sample. The latter condition makes sure that the campaign

is not only the most popular campaign at the particular day but also popular in

comparison to all other days.

Furthermore, we include the number of investments into the project prior to the

investment under consideration (# Previous investments, Hypothesis 2).
Moreover, we examine the influence of conspicuously large investments. In

particular, we compute the mean and standard deviation of investment amounts in

the last 28 days. All investments, which exceed the mean amount plus a standard

deviation, are considered as conspicuously large. We checked the robustness of our

qualitative results by altering the number of standard deviations.

Recall that we consider three possible effects of these large investments. First, we

include the number of all large investments in the campaign (# Large investments)
in our regression (Hypothesis 3). Furthermore, we include the number of large

investments in the recent past (# Large investments previous 3 days) into the

campaign (Hypothesis 4). Specifically, we consider 3 days in our main model. We

also tested the model considering 5 and 7 days to check for robustness. As the

crowdfunding literature has revealed a surprising impact of distance on investment

probability (see, e.g., Agrawal et al. 2015), that might be information-driven, we

include the number of large investments of local investors (# Large investments
previous 3 days by locals), who are located less than 100 km from the venture, in

the recent past (Hypothesis 5). This aims to capture whether investors attribute

locals to have superior information.

Thus, the regression formula is specified as follows (a summary of variable

definitions is given in Table 2):
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AWP ¼ b1 � Hot campaignþ b2 �# Previous investments

þ b3 �#Large investments

þ b4 �#Large investments previous three days

þ b5 �#Large investments previous three days by locals

þ Controlsþ Fixed effectsþ Error terms:

The results of our analysis might be driven by general sentiment. We account for

this problem by running the above regression again considering the number of large

Table 2 List of variables

Variable names Description

Additional willingness to pay
(AWP)

Dependent variable; difference between investment amount and mean

investment at the time of investment

Investment amount Volume of the investment considered

Mean investment Mean of investments made in the campaign before the investment

considered

Hot campaign Equals 1 if the considered campaign has the highest number of

investments in the last 3 days of all active campaigns and the

number of investments into the campaign in the last 3 days exceeds

the mean number of investments in a campaign in 3 days over the

whole sample; 0 otherwise

# Previous investments Number of all previous investments in the considered campaign

# Large investments Number of large investments in the considered campaign

# Large investments previous
3 days

Number of large investments in the considered campaign during the

previous 3 days

# Large investments previous
3 days by locals

Number of large investments by locals in the considered campaign

during the past 3 days

D, F, G, H, I Equals 1 if the SIC-code for the venture’s industry is D, F, G, H or I

respectively; 0 otherwise

Campaign Berlin Equals 1 if the venture’s location is Berlin

Goal type Equals 1 if the campaign’s goal type is ‘‘target’’; 0 if the goal type is

‘‘limit’’

Goal amount Requested amount of capital by the venture

Co-financing Equals 1 if the campaign has been co-financed; 0 otherwise

Equity stake offered Percentage of Equity offered

Project day count The number of days a campaign has been available on Companisto by

the day considered

Sniping Equals 1 if more than 90% of the goal amount are reached; 0 otherwise

Distance Distance between investor and venture in kilometers

Local Equals 1 if investor location is not more than 100 km away from the

venture; 0 otherwise

Friends and family Equals 1 if an investor is a friend or family member using the method

described in Agrawal et al. (2015); 0 otherwise

# Start-ups before Number of start-ups an investor has invested before
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investments into all other active campaigns instead of the investments into the focal

venture itself (Hypothesis 6a, 6b). If the computed effects from the first regression

are indeed information-driven and not sentiment-driven, these numbers of large

investments should have no or even a negative impact on the willingness to pay.

Note that a simultaneous inclusion of the number of investments into the venture

and into competing campaigns is not feasible, as the variance inflation factors

become too high, leading to unsuitable standard errors.

6 Results and discussion

In this section, we present our results. Table 3 depicts the regression’s coefficients

with standard errors and the variance inflation factors (VIFs).

Satisfying the most common rules of thumb with respect to multicollinearity, for

example, the ‘‘rule of 10’’, all of our variables’ VIFs are below 5. Note that most of

our main results are statistically significant. Therefore, multicollinearity is not a

problem in our analysis (for a technical explanation, see O’Brien 2007). In the next

parts of this section, we discuss the plausibility of our controls’ coefficients.

Table 3 Regression results main model

Variables Estimate Std. error t value VIF

Dependent variable: Additional willingness to pay (AWP)

Model: Linear regression with investor fixed effects

Hot campaign 65.54*** 12.1 5.43 1.31

# Previous investments - 0.21*** 0.033 - 6.51 4.12

# Large investments 2.85*** 0.386 7.38 4.40

# Large investments previous 3 days 4.16** 1.61 2.59 3.71

# Large investments previous 3 days by locals 1.55 6.64 0.233 3.46

D 65.09*** 18.8 3.47 2.17

H 9.97 46.3 0.215 1.10

I - 18.12 15.5 - 1.17 1.94

Campaign Berlin 1.03 11.6 0.088 1.13

Goal type 85.23*** 15.4 5.54 1.38

Goal amount 6.55E-05*** 1.39E-05 4.72 1.75

Co-financing - 57.50 33.1 - 1.74 1.48

Equity stake offered 1.51 0.954 1.58 1.33

Project day count - 0.13*** 0.04 - 3.34 1.21

Sniping - 26.59 20.7 v1.28 1.47

Distance - 0.12** 0.040 - 3.04 1.01

Friends and family 486.68*** 18.5 26.2 1.12

# Start-ups before - 4.44*** 0.712 - 6.24 1.14

Observations: 68,662; Adj. R squared: 0.5847 ***p\ 0.001, **p\ 0.01, *p\ 0.05
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6.1 Control variables

We start with variables that have been subject of other empirical studies on

crowdfunding. Previous research has shown that geographically proximate investors

are more likely to invest into a venture (Agrawal et al. 2015; Lin and Viswanathan

2016; Guenther et al. 2018). This phenomenon is commonly known as home bias or

local bias. Therefore, we include the distance between investor and venture in our

regression. We find a statistically and economically significant negative effect on

willingness to pay off about 12 € per 100 km. This suggests that, in line with

previous research, there is local bias on the platform considered. Moreover, given

that information asymmetries may increase with distance, this result further suggests

that greater information asymmetries discourage investments.

Furthermore, we control for the venture being located in Berlin. An effect on the

willingness to pay might occur because Berlin is one of Europe’s most popular cities

for start-ups (e.g., Gough 2017; Ernst and Young 2018; Monteiro 2018), and 47% of

ventures in our sample are located there. However, we find no significant effect,

indicating that no such effect exists in our sample.

The phase of investment has an impact. If a campaign’s goal type is target

(second stage of funding), that is Goal type equals 1, the AWP is about 85 € higher.

This can be explained by the positive signal of the campaign having already passed

the limit threshold of 100,000 € (first stage of funding).

Interestingly, the demanded amount of financing (Goal amount) has a positive

effect on AWP. If the goal amount ceteris paribus increases by 10,000 €, AWP on

average increases by about 6.55 €. This result might be explained by warm-glow

giving, which is a form of altruism and describes funders’ motivation to give money

to generate self-esteem benefits. While purely altruistic funders may be subject to

free-riding and crowding-out issues, warm glow explains why crowding-out as

described above is no absolute phenomenon (Gleasure and Feller 2013). Therefore,

warm glow may be the reason why individuals tend to give more to people in need.

In our context, this translates to investors choosing higher investments amounts

when ventures have higher financial needs.

We further find that the Equity stake offered has a positive effect on AWP, which
is insignificant at the 5% level. In particular, a one percentage-point increase in the

offered equity stake is associated with an increase of the additional willingness to

pay by 1.51 €. Investors may regard a higher percentage of equity being offered to

the crowd as a positive signal of trust by the venture. Investors may perceive the

impact of the crowd on the venture and its entrepreneurs as greater. This eventually

translates into a better crowdfunding experience, and thus encourages investments.

Sniping, that is late bidding, is a phenomenon that has been detected on Internet

auctions (Ariely et al. 2005). Companisto has no auction but a ‘‘first-come-first-

serve’’ mechanism. However, it is conceivable that this phenomenon also appears

on the crowdfunding website under consideration, as there is a fixed end time for

each campaign, regardless of whether it is a limit or target campaign. In our sample,

the coefficient is not significant, meaning that no sniping occurs.

A further time-related control is the number of days a campaign has been

available (Project day count). We find a negative effect, which is in line the
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L-shaped investment pattern in equity crowdfunding identified by Hornuf and

Schwienbacher (2018).

Importantly, in contrast to related studies, such as Åstebro et al. (2018), and

Hornuf and Schwienbacher (2018), we control for Friends and family. We do this in

two ways. First, we include a dummy variable and second we run a separate

regression excluding all observations, for which this dummy equals one. Agrawal

et al. (2015) find that friends and family behave differently regarding investment

probability. We find that these investors also choose substantially higher additional

investment amounts. In particular, friends and family have an AWP that is on

average close to 500 € higher than the one of other investors, which is economically

significant.

Our analysis also features controls to which less attention has been paid so far.

One is the industry type. We find that the AWP in ventures of industry D, that is
manufacturing, is ceteris paribus about 65 € higher than the AWP of other industries.

The willingness to pay might be increased by the crowdfunding experience. This

effect might be stronger the better investors can identify with the venture or its

products. Ventures classified as manufacturing feature tangible products, whereas

other industries, such as trade/commerce or finance, produce nothing directly

tangible.

We further control for the number of start-ups an investor has invested in prior to

the investment considered (# Start-ups before). We find a significantly negative

effect of 4.44 € per start-up. If investors had a fixed budget, the amount invested

would be smaller if it were distributed over many start-ups. A more sophisticated

explanation is that investors, who invest into many start-ups, most likely do so

primarily because they want to diversify and not because they want to support every

single entrepreneur. Therefore, the crowdfunding experience and, in turn, the

additional willingness to pay might be lower than for those investors who only

invest in a small number of start-ups.

6.2 The impact of previous investments

We now turn to the main research question—the interdependencies between

investments. We find that if the focal campaign is hot, meaning that it currently is

the most popular campaign on the platform, AWP is about 66 € higher. This supports
Hypothesis 1. A possible explanation for investors to invest significantly more into

hot campaigns might be of psychological nature, meaning that the campaign, which

is the most popular at the time of investment, is perceived to be more attractive.

Another possible explanation is that investors may attest hot campaigns a higher

probability of success and thus higher expected outcomes. This may encourage

investments in the focal campaign. A third explanation relates to informational

effects and is consistent with observational learning theory. Investors may learn by

observing previous investments. Strong information externalities or conspicuously

high numbers of recent investments may be understood as a particularly positive

signal about venture quality. This may further encourage investments in hot

campaigns.
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Furthermore, we consider conspicuously large investments. We find a positive

effect on AWP, both for the total number of large investments in the campaign and

the number of large investments in the past few days (3 days in our main model).

This supports Hypotheses 3 and 4, and suggests that investors indeed use large

investments as a signal for favorable information from other investors. The total

number of investments reflects more general information, while recent investments

might be used to extract up-to-date information on, for example, the particular

market a venture is addressing. Both effects are statistically significant and amount

to around 3 € per large investment before and an additional 4 € per large

investments in the previous 3 days. These results are consistent with previous

research stating that crowd investors are prone to rational herding (e.g., Herzenstein

et al. 2018; Lee and Lee 2012; Zhang and Liu 2012; Hornuf and Schwienbacher

2018; Vismara 2018; Åstebro et al. 2018; Cong and Xiao 2018).

Recent literature has shown that distance plays a role when it comes to

crowdfunding decisions. As these could be information-driven, investors might

attribute locals to have better up-to-date information because of superior access.

Therefore, we include the number of local investments in the past few days.

However, we find no significant effect, meaning that investors most likely do not

distinguish between local and non-local investments. Therefore, we find no support

for Hypothesis 5.

The qualitative results are robust to changing the number of days considered for

investments in the recent past to 5 or 7 days, and altering the number of standard

deviations used to compute the number of large investments. Furthermore, the

results are robust to excluding Friends and family, which is shown in ‘‘Appendix’’

(see Table 5).3

Regarding the existence of co-financing before or parallel to the campaign, we

find a ceteris paribus negative effect, which, at first glance is surprising. Note that

this effect has a p value of 8%. Sophisticated investors, such as venture capitalists or

business angels, have more experience and typically invest larger amounts of

capital. These investors are intensively involved in the acquisition of information

(for example, screening, due diligence, contact with entrepreneurs). If a venture

receives co-financing, this can be regarded as a positive signal to the crowd.

However, as the existence of a co-financier negatively influences the additional

willingness to pay in our data, there must be another reason that outweighs the

described mechanism. One possible explanation is a reduction in the crowdfunding

experience of supporting the entrepreneurs. If a start-up already receives funding

elsewhere, the impact of every single crowd investment is smaller. This may reduce

the additional utility investors derive from the crowdfunding experience. The partial

crowding-out effect is consistent with previous findings (e.g., Kuppuswamy and

Bayus 2017, 2018; Burtch et al. 2013; Hong et al. 2015).

We find yet another indication for the crowding-out effect. That is, the total

number of investments into the campaign (# Previous investments) has a negative

effect on AWP. This supports Hypothesis 2. The value of - 0.21 € per previous

3 Recall that our results are also robust to winsorizing or truncating, meaning that it is unlikely that the

results are driven by outliers.
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investment seems to be low. However, as the mean of # Previous investments in our

sample amounts to 436, the effect is on average greater than 90 €, which is

economically significant. Investors might perceive a venture with many other

investors as less exclusive and they might think that their investment has less

impact. Both reduce the benefits from pure altruism and the crowdfunding

experience, and thereby the willingness to pay. This finding is in line with Kim et al.

(2015) who also find a crowding-out effect from the number of investors in reward-

based crowdfunding.

6.3 Information vs. sentiment

Overall, the regression results presented in the previous section provide the

indication of information-driven interdependencies between investments. To check

that the results are not solely explained by sentiment, we run our regression once

again. However, instead of the number of large investments in the recent past, we

now include the number of large investments in competing campaigns. If sentiment

was the driver of our results, we would expect to observe the same direction of

effects, whereas there should be no or even reversed effects, when the effects on

AWP were driven by information. The results of our second regression are presented

in Table 4.

It is evident that all qualitative effects other than the number of large investments

remain unchanged. For the number of large investments into competing campaigns

we find a negative effect for all investors and an insignificant effect for locals. This

supports Hypothesis 6a and suggests that the results of our previous regression

regarding large investments are indeed information-driven and investors use

previous large investments to extract information. Furthermore, this finding supports

our explanation for the effect of hot campaigns. It seems like investors decide how

much to invest in a campaign by comparing it to other active campaigns. If another

campaign has attracted lots of large investments, the campaign the investor

considers appears less attractive to her, which might decrease her willingness to pay.

We find no support for Hypothesis 6b.

7 Concluding remarks

It is a central function of crowdfunding to raise capital. Once investors have decided

to participate, entrepreneurs hope for high investments. Understanding what

motivates funders to invest more is important for both entrepreneurs and platforms.

The business model of crowdfunding platforms is based on the successful

connection of entrepreneurs and investors. Entrepreneurs typically seek maximum

proceeds from crowdfunding. Aiming to contribute to research on investment

behavior in equity crowdfunding, this paper empirically investigates what causes

deviations from typical investment behavior, and what role conspicuous investment

behavior of other investors plays.

We find that investors are willing to invest more into hot campaigns.

Furthermore, investors tend to contribute more if there have been many large
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investments before, which suggests that they observe previous investments, and use

(recent) large investments as signals of favorable information of other investors.

Consistent with previous research, our findings support the theory of observational

learning by investors. The differences in the analysis at platform level confirm the

assumption that investor behavior is indeed information-driven and not purely

sentiment-driven. In addition, we find indication that investors in crowdfunding are

subject to partial crowding-out. This finding is based on two results of our analysis.

First, the existence of a presumably sophisticated co-financier has a negative impact

on investments. Second, a high number of all previous investments negatively

influences investments.

Our study contributes to the literature by considering a dependent variable, which

is of interest to practitioners and researchers, as it reflects whether and to what

extent individual investors deviate from typical investment behavior. This allows

for identifying the drivers of investment amounts after controlling for purely time-

related factors. Another contribution is the consideration of a comprehensive set of

control variables including industry dummies, a friends-and-family dummy, and

geographical distance. Second, by considering the impact of investments in

competing campaigns, we provide additional indication that investment interde-

pendencies are rather information-driven than sentiment-driven. This further

Table 4 Regression results on platform level

Variables Estimate Std. error t value VIF

Dependent variable: Additional willingness to pay (AWP)

Model: Linear regression with investor fixed effects

Hot campaign 66.84*** 12.2 5.48 1.33

# Previous investments - 0.23*** 0.033 - 6.94 4.08

# Large investments 3.09*** 0.385 8.02 4.30

# Large investments previous 3 days - 6.12*** 1.26 - 4.85 2.53

# Large investments previous 3 days by locals 9.23 4.83 1.91 2.28

D 59.84** 18.7 3.2 2.17

H - 4.45 46.2 - 0.097 1.10

I - 22.94 15.5 - 1.48 1.94

Campaign Berlin 0.24 11.7 0.020 1.13

Goal type 88.38*** 15.6 5.68 1.37

Goal amount 6.73E-05*** 1.39E-05 4.84 1.72

Co-financing - 64.19 33.1 - 1.94 1.47

Equity stake offered 1.54 0.957 1.61 1.33

Project day count - 0.13** 0.040 - 3.27 1.22

Sniping - 30.74 20.6 - 1.49 1.47

Distance - 0.12** 0.040 - 3.09 1.01

Friends and family 482.30*** 18.5 26 1.12

# Start-ups before - 4.15*** 0.712 - 5.83 1.14

Observations: 68,662; Adj. R squared: 0.5846 ***p\ 0.001, **p\ 0.01, *p\ 0.05
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suggests that investors compare active campaigns when determining their willing-

ness to pay.
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Appendix

See Table 5.

Table 5 Regression results model without friends and family

Variables Estimate Std. error t value VIF

Dependent variable: Additional willingness to pay (AWP)

Model: Linear regression with investor fixed effects

Hot campaign 66.31*** 13.1 5.08 1.31

# Previous investments - 0.22*** 0.036 - 6.1 4.06

# Large investments 2.91*** 0.424 6.85 4.34

# Large investments previous 3 days 4.18* 1.66 2.51 3.75

# Large investments previous 3 days by locals 2.40 6.93 0.346 3.51

D 69.59*** 20 3.48 2.12

H 17.40 48.9 0.355 1.10

I - 14.69 16.5 - 0.89 1.92

Campaign Berlin - 3.18 12.5 - 0.255 1.13

Goal type 90.58*** 16.4 5.52 1.37

Goal amount 7.45E-05*** 1.47E-05 5.08 1.71

Co-financing - 64.88 36.2 - 1.79 1.47

Equity stake offered 1.24 1.04 1.19 1.30

Project day count - 0.14** 0.046 - 3.12 1.21

Sniping - 3.01 22.2 - 1.35 1.48

Distance - 0.12** 0.044 - 2.68 1.00

# Start-ups before - 4.58*** 0.719 - 6.38 1.04

Observations: 56,622; Adj. R squared: 0.4094 ***p\ 0.001, **p\ 0.01, *p\ 0.05
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